Abstract-Tapas is our new C++ programming framework for hierarchical algorithms such as N -body, on large scale heterogeneous supercomputers. Although N -body and their variants are widely used in scientific applications, their correct implementations are often difficult on such modern machines, as the algorithms are irregular, complex, and involve explicit task parallel programming over distributed nodes. Encapsulating the complexities in a library or a framework has been challenging due to irregular data access over massively distributed memory. Tapas solves this by converting the users clean implicit-style parallel program into an inspector-executor style code on heterogeneous multi-core, multi-node environment solely by the use of C++ template metaprogramming. A prototype implementation of the Fast Multipole Method on Tapas demonstrates a comparable performance and scaling as ExaFMM, the fastest hand-tuned implementation of FMM, as well as efficient usage of hundreds of GPUs. Specifically, the serial performance is 95% of ExaFMM, whereas the distributed-memory strong-scaling evaluation using up to 1500 CPU cores demonstrates 64% to 81% of the ExaFMM performance. The multi-GPU version of the Tapasbased FMM achieves a 5.15x speedup when executed on 100 nodes of TSUBAME2.5 with 300 GPUs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exascale computing places significant research challenges in developing algorithms that can effectively exploit the capabilities of future computing systems [12] . One such algorithm that has the potential to extract the full potential of exascale systems is the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [8, 9, 12] .
Developing efficient implementations of such hierarchical algorithms for today's and future supercomputing systems, however, is a non-trivial and labor-intensive task. Although the algorithmic complexity lends itself to large-scale systems, efficiently exploiting the tree-based hierarchical structure of problem spaces as well as compute-intensive direct computations for near-field interactions on modern increasinglycomplex systems requires thorough analyses and adaptations of implementations for each particular architecture. For example, the state-of-the-art technique to parallelize tree-based particle interactions on distributed memory systems is to construct Locally Essential Trees (LETs) that consist of subtrees with overlapping nodes for resolving data dependencies among sub-trees. While the technique is well known and understood, its scalable implementation remains to be a challenging job for application scientists due to the inherent dynamic data dependencies that also vary among specific formulations of algorithms. The trend of diverging architectures towards exascale computing further exacerbates the problem since it is unlikely that a single implementation in conventional programming languages such as C and Fortran with prescriptive communications can perform equally well on different architectures.
There have been substantial efforts to ease the development of efficient scientific applications with high-level programming abstractions [5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 24, 31] . In particular, domain specific languages have been shown to be effective by considerably simplifying the task of performancecritical programmings such as efficient parallelization and architecture-specific optimization, allowing the programmer to focus on computational algorithms rather than implementation details [15, 24, 31] . However, there has been little work that addresses the problem in the context of irregular algorithms such as FMM. Most of the existing FMM implementations are developed from scratch with very limited use of software engineering discipline [2, 4, 23, 36] , leading to poor productivity that is expected to be further problematic in the exascale era. There have been some efforts to couple more software engineering with FMM such as Charm++ [19] , X10 [25] , StarPU [1] , ParalleX [38] , OmpSs [27] , MassiveThreads [32] , QUARK [22] , but the lack of performance comparisons of these codes against the hand-tuned state-of-the-art [2, 4, 23, 36] makes it difficult to assess the overhead of introducing such middleware into FMM codes. One of the very few exceptions is by Zandifar et al. [37] , which we mention in Section VI.
We address the problem of application development productivity for a class of hierarchical N -body algorithms represented by, but not limited to, FMM. Specifically, we aim to realize a programming interface that allows separation of concerns between algorithmic and architectural issues such that a single implementation of a hierarchical N -body algorithm, once written, can efficiently run on different parallel architectures.
To that end, we propose Tapas, a high-level implicitly parallel programming framework for hierarchical N -body algorithms. Tapas provides programming constructs for defining force interactions in a hierarchical and architecture-transparent manner, which are then automatically parallelized by the framework. Unlike regular computations such as stencils, data dependencies in our target problem domain are not statically determined, requiring dependence analysis at runtime. The key novelty in our framework is that the dependency issue is automatically resolved by a transparent inspector-executor method [30] , allowing automatic parallelization even for distributed memory environments.
This paper presents an implementation and evaluations of Tapas using C++ template metaprogramming. Despite implemented solely using standard C++ language features, the Tapas framework allows for automatic parallelization over distributed memory machines and shared-memory, multi-core CPUs. Furthermore, compute-intensive kernels such as direct computations are automatically offloaded to CUDA-based GPU accelerators. The fact that it does not use any custom compilers or source-to-source translators except for standard C++ features has a practical advantage in the sense that it can be safely assumed to run on almost all major current and future platforms. To evaluate Tapas, we implement the same FMM algorithm as that of the ExaFMM library [36] , one of the fastest known implementations of FMM to date, and compare their performances using a GPU-based heterogeneous supercomputer. We show that Tapas can achieve comparable performance as the hand-tuned FMM code and scale thousands of CPU cores while efficiently using GPUs. More specifically, our FMM implementation delivers 95% speed of ExaFMM in serial execution. It also shows good strong scalability up to 1536 cores. A GPU-offloading version shows 6.0x speedup with 150 GPUs and 5.1x with 300 GPUs over the corresponding CPU execution of Tapas framework.
In summary, the contributions of this work include:
• We design a high-level framework for a class of hierarchical N -body algorithms such as FMM. Applications written with the framework are automatically parallelized by its inspector-executor-based automatic runtime dependence analysis.
• We develop a prototype implementation of the framework for heterogeneous GPU-based supercomputers. Experimental evaluations shows that our framework can achieve comparable performances as a hand-tuned FMM implementation using over 1,500 CPU cores as well as GPUs.
II. HIERARCHICAL N -BODY ALGORITHMS A. Algorithm Overview
The N -body problem computes pairwise interactions for all pairs of bodies, resulting in O(N 2 ) calculations. As the computational complexity of the direct approach is often prohibitively high for realistic simulation problems, various approximation algorithms have been proposed such as staticcutoff-based method and the Particle-Mesh method. Hierarchical N -body algorithms, such as Barnes-Hut and the FMM, are another class of approximation algorithms, whose highly scalable performances have been successfully demonstrated on large-scale machines [3, 4, 18, 34] .
In hierarchical algorithms, a multi-dimensional space is represented as a tree, T , where the root node, r, corresponds to the entire space, which is then disjointly decomposed into subspaces by its child nodes, C(r). The decomposition is recursively applied until the leaf subspaces become small enough to contain up to k bodies, where k is an algorithmic parameter that balances the load of the near-field calculation with that of the far-field calculation. Contributions of bodies in the subspace of node i to neighbor bodies are calculated with pairwise direct methods, while contributions to well-separated bodies are approximated by using q i , which is recursively computed from its child nodes. In the case of Barnes-Hut and FMM, q i corresponds to the multipole expansion. The exact condition when bodies are considered separated sufficiently far apart to approximate force interactions depends on the type of hierarchical algorithm. However, a common characteristic in these algorithms is that the farther the distance becomes, the approximation of the larger subspace is used, allowing a significant reduction of the computational complexity. Furthermore, in algorithms such as FMM, the contribution of a subspace can also be computed against a far subspace rather than bodies, which is then propagated downward to its bodies.
The primary focus of the paper is the FMM, which is one of the most complex and irregular N -body algorithms. The FMM was originally developed to accelerate the O(N 2 ) direct N -body calculation to O(N ) with algorithmically bounded errors [7, 13] . The applicability of FMM has been extended to various target problems including the increasingly popular H − matrix [16] and H 2 − matrix [17] . Various scalable FMM codes have been developed and tested on large-scale platforms in Juelich [34] , Oak Ridge [4] , and Kobe [3, 18] .
B. Implementation
Naturally, implementations of hierarchical N -body algorithms employ a tree data structure, where nodes represent subspaces and the parent-child relationship corresponds to the hierarchy of subspaces. Computations of q i can be implemented with a post-order traversal of the tree, whereas the integration of forces with the hierarchical approximation can be expressed as a pre-order traversal. More specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , FMM can be implemented with a dual tree traversal that performs for a given pair of non-leaf nodes either approximating their interaction force or recursively visiting their children, depending on the distances between the bodies in the nodes [35] . Note that, while the force computation based on the tree traversal is not the only approach used in existing FMM implementations [21] , the dual tree traversal allows for a more flexible definition of well-separatedness, which can have a significant performance impact [35] .
C. Distributed-Memory Parallelization
A standard approach to parallelizing the above hierarchical N -body algorithms on distributed memory machines is to divide the tree into subtrees. Parallel processes exchange tree nodes that have interactions with remote processes, and augment the local subtrees with the remote data, which is called Locally Essential Trees (LETs) [33] . Once the LETs of if i and j are both leaf nodes then 3: computes pairwise forces 4: else if i and j are well separated then 5: computes approximated forces 6: else if j is leaf or i is larger than j then 7: for all c ∈ C(i) do 8: INTERACT(c, j) 9: end for 10:
for all c ∈ C(j) do 12: INTERACT(i, c) 13: end for 14: end if 15: end function the processes are constructed, they can independently compute the forces for the bodies in their subtrees.
Constructing LETs is not trivial as it is not a mere neighbor exchange. The data required for an LET depends on the distribution of the bodies that can vary over the course of simulation as well as the definition of the well-separatedness. Due to the former, a run-time analysis is required to resolve the data dependency. Furthermore, the run-time analysis is often implemented for a particular definition of the wellsepratedness with some parametric variations, making it difficult to reuse one implementation to different hierarchical algorithms.
D. Acceleration with GPUs
The N -body problem is one of the most suitable types of algorithms for accelerators such as GPUs thanks to its ample regular parallelism [26] . In hierarchical algorithms, however, the node-to-node approximation may not have sufficient parallelism to fully exploit throughput-optimized accelerators. Therefore, it is often the case that only certain computations with relatively high computation cost, such as the neighbor pairwise direct computation, are offloaded to accelerators [21] and the rest of computations as well as the data exchange for LET constructions are still done on the host CPU.
III. HIGH-LEVEL FRAMEWORK FOR HIERARCHICAL
N -BODY ALGORITHMS While there have been extensive studies on developing efficient implementations of hierarchical N -body algorithms at scale, to the best of our knowledge, little attention has been paid to the cost of development of such implementations. Each study essentially develops its own implementation with almost no reuse of software components among existing implementations except for certain pieces of code that can be trivially encapsulated as library functions.
We aim to simplify the development of high-performance N -body applications significantly. We design a versatile framework that allows the programmer only to focus on describing hierarchical N -body algorithms. Our framework, Tapas, provides the programmer with architecture-neutral programming interfaces such that a majority of implementation concerns for parallel systems are transparently managed by its generative programming capability. Furthermore, the framework runs on virtually any of existing and future systems as it is entirely implemented in the standard C++ programming language without relying on external tools for program introspection and transformation.
The rest of this section first discusses the guiding principles for the design of the framework, followed by the details of the framework API and illustrative examples.
A. Framework Design
Tapas is designed to allow the programmer to express a hierarchical N -body algorithm with a customizable definition of well-separatedness in a straightforward fashion. The basic programming constructs in Tapas consist of a standard tree data structure and its associated operations such as traversing parent-child edges. An array of bodies of a user-defined data type can be imported to a Tapas tree, which then builds a hierarchical representation of the bodies based on their positions in a multi-dimensional Euclid space. We define a small number of operations on trees so that tree traversals used in the hierarchical N -body algorithms including dual tree traversals can be implemented as intuitively as possible.
A major challenge in designing the framework is to achieve scalable parallel performance. Specifically, as discussed in Section IV-B, the state-of-the-practice to parallelize these algorithms on distributed memory systems is to construct LETs using MPI. While it would be interesting to employ advanced runtimes that support global address spaces such as Charm++ [19] , this paper focuses on automatically realizing the MPI-based proven parallelization method. It is, however, not trivial in our framework as we do not assume any specific traversal patterns, precluding LET constructions from being implemented as predefined library routines.
We note that the LET-based parallelization can be viewed as an inspector-executor method in the sense that constructing an LET inspects its local tree, followed by execution of force computations on the LET. Therefore, the problem of automatic LET construction can be viewed as realizing automatic inspector-executor from a given user traversal code.
We address the probelm by deriving a variant of a given code that interprets its traversal at run time using the C++ template metaprogramming capability. More specifically, we abstract the tree operations as function templates so that they can be changed arbitrarily without performance loss. User traversal functions are also defined as function templates, which are instantiated twice at compile time: once for the inspection and another for the execution. In the inspection case, the user code performs the traversal as it is defined in the original code except for two modifications. First, any assignment to tree nodes is inactivated. Second, as remote trees are not accessible before an LET is constructed, we use a dummy tree that conservatively approximates each remote tree. The inspector then records the dependency to remote trees, which are resolved by an all-to-all data exchange. In the execution phase, since the LET for each local tree is already constructed, the original code can be executed as it is. We will describe more details on the automatic LET construction in Section IV.
Similarly, to enable automatic parallelization over multicore CPUs, we assume that no data dependency exists among traversals visiting different nodes. This assumption implies that in a pre-order traversal of a single tree, for example, each child of a node can be visited in parallel without data races. The assumption restricts the expressiveness of the framework, however, it is commonly valid in our target problem domains.
B. API Overview
We realize Tapas as a C++ template framework providing basic programming constructs for tree-based hierarchical Nbody implementations. We describe its main primitive data types, their associated operations for tree traversals, and the attribute mechanism.
The main data types of Tapas include Body and Cell, which correspond to bodies and tree nodes, respectively. Body is a user-defined type that holds n floating point fields for representing n-D coordinates, and is given to Tapas as a template parameter. The byte offset of the coordinate fields is also specified as a template parameter. Cell is a template type whose object represents a tree node and its corresponding sub region in the problem space. Once a Body array is imported into Tapas, a function to create a tree can be called, which returns its root node as a Cell object. It defines several primitive operations commonly used in tree data structures such as Center and IsLeaf, which returns the center coordinate and a boolean value designating whether the cell is leaf, respectively.
A tree traversal in Tapas is expressed as a user-defined tree traversal function, which is a C++ function template accepting two Cell parameters, a parent and one of its children, to designate the tree nodes to visit. A call to Map with the function and the tree root Cell initiates a traversal of the tree. Recursive calls to Map in the user function with Subcells of the Cell parameter traverses down the tree. A tree traversal operation is eigher post-order (which is often refereed to as bottom-up or upward) or pre-order (top-down or downward) traversal. Fig. 2 illustrates examples of traversals.
Dual-tree traversals can be similarly implemented with functions Map and Subcells. User traversal functions for dual-tree traversals require two Cell parameters to specify the two trees to traverse. Function Product is provided to specify the product set of child nodes of both trees. An example of a dual tree traversal is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Besides further traversing subcells or accessing attributes, a user traversal function is allowed to access a few readonly properties of cells and bodies. Specifically, widths and coordinates of cells and bodies are provided to calculate 1 
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C. Programming Restrictions
There are several restrictions on programming applications using the Tapas framework. The Tapas programming model inhibits or hides certain operations from programmers to implement transparent parallelism and optimization under the hood. Restrictions on user data types are already mentioned in Section III-B.
1) Side effect and thread safety:
The user code is expected to have no side effect except updating attributes of cells or bodies that are passed as the arguments. Side effects in this context include I/O, writing/reading global variables, and calling functions with such side effects. Also, the code should not have any non-deterministic modifications of attributes. User function templates are transformed to an inspector and an executor using the C++ metaprogramming techniques, and thus the code runs at least twice during a single execution.
2) NVCC-compatibility of user code: If the user wants to compile the code for GPUs, a few more restrictions are introduced. Since the written code is directly passed to NVCC, operations that are not allowed in NVCC are not allowed in user functions too. More specifically, calling external library functions for CPUs is not allowed even if they do not have side effects.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes implementation details on the tree construction, automatic parallelization, and GPU offloading.
A. Tree Construction
Although there are different types of trees to represent bodies in multi-dimensional spaces, one of the most common scheme is the octree in 3-D problems, where a region is evenly divided into eight sub-regions or octants. Thus, while Tapas is intended to support all of the known major schemes, our current prototype only provides an octree-based tree construction. Specifically, function Partition can be used to import bodies and build its octree, which returns a Cell object corresponding to the tree root.
Tapas internally maintains two kinds of trees in distributed memory environments. The first type is local trees, which are exclusively owned by each owner process and built from the set of process-local bodies. The other is global trees, which are the upper part of a whole tree including the global root cell. All processes share identical copies of the global tree.
B. Distributed Memory Parallelization
As discussed above, one of the technical highlights of this paper is that we realize an automatic inspector-executor method to construct LETs for user-defined traversals by employing the C++ template metaprogramming capability. Specifically, in addition to the cell type representing a real tree node, Tapas internally has a mock cell, with which a traversal function is also expanded to generate its inspector version. As presented in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 , user function templates take a template parameter Cell. The function templates are instantiated with template arguments of mock cell and real cell to be an inspector and executor, respectively. An inspector does not modify any tree data including its attributes since its calls to Attr are statically overloaded to nullify assignments to the attributes. Instead, it records the cells visited during the traversal, which are then gathered by an MPI collective routine.
C. Multicore CPU Parallelization
Similar to the original ExaFMM, to parallelize tree traversals on shared-memory multi-core CPUs, we use MassiveThreads, a light-weight user-level threading library [32] . As is done in the original ExaFMM, we spawn new threads when traversing down trees with Map with Subcells. However, unlike the original version, the thread spawning is hidden in the Map template function. Note that in Tapas a single functor call can only modify the attributes of its parameter cells. Thus, it is legal to spawn multiple threads when traversing children of a tree node in a single tree traversal. In a dual tree traversal, however, as each child node is paired with all children of the other node, parallelizing the product set potentially results in data races. Similar to the original ExaFMM implementation, to avoid data races, we divide the product set into disjoint sub sets so that no single child appears in multiple sub sets, and parallelize each of the sub sets by spawning a new thread for each child pair.
D. GPU Offloading
As the Tapas framework is designed to expose data dependencies and parallelism, it is also possible to automatically exploit accelerators such as GPUs. Our current prototype implementation optionally supports offloading of body iterator functors such as pairwise direct force computations to GPUs. More specifically, when instructed, the framework wraps a user-given functor within a CUDA kernel function that is spawned with the total number of threads the same as the number of body pairs. As an optimization, we aggregate all calls to a body iterator within a traversal and dispatch all of them in once to reduce the overhead of kernel calls.
E. Implementation Limitations
We describe the limitations of the current prototype of Tapas framework as of writing.
1) Mutual interactions and parallelism:
It is often the case that the force between two particles equally affects both of them with only the direction being reversed. Thus, the force accumulation of both particles can be updated simultaneously with a single computation of the pair-wise force. For example, exploiting mutual interactions allows ExaFMM to reduce the computation time by up to 40%. However, it is currently not efficiently supported in multithreaded executions of Tapas.
Users can write traversal functions in two ways: (A) onesided split style and (B) two-sided split style. Fig. 5 shows the concept. If the mutual interaction mode is on, the two coding styles have a trade-off between performance and parallelism. With the one-sided style, and all interactions must be serialized. On the other hand, if the two-sided style is used, there is enough parallelism, but it may lead to unnecessarily deeper traversals and more computations.
ExaFMM takes the best balance of the trade-off by employing a heuristics, which is to use either the one-sided or the two-sided split style depending on the number of bodies under the subtrees of the cells. If the number of bodies is more than certain criteria, the two-sided split is used because the cells are close to the root, and it is likely that both cells are eventually split in the traversal.
Tapas does not support such a heuristics. The Tapas programming model abstracts the tree structure and intentionally hides some information, which is necessary to implement the heuristics. As a programming framework, Tapas needs a general approach to extract maximum available parallelism from users' code, no matter what superficial coding style is used. This is a limitation of the current prototype implementation, and we plan to employ a task runtime that can analyze a task graph generated by the inspector and extract parallelism to achieve efficient executions.
Also, the GPU version of Tapas does not support the mutual interaction mode.
2) SIMD operations on CPUs: In N -body problems, bodyto-body interactions are highly data parallel and computeintensive. Many N -body implementations accelerate those interactions by applying SIMD operations to vectors of bodies. In Tapas programming model, however, users cannot write 1 
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10 Map ( F u n c t ( ) , P r o d u c t ( Cn , D. S u b c e l l s ( ) ) ) ; Fig. 5 . Simplified example of one-sided split and two-sided split such parallelized code because they write functions that compute a single interaction between a pair of bodies. Tapas needs to transform user code transparently to use SIMD operations to achieve such accelerations on CPUs. To realize the transformation, there are two possible options: automatic SIMD vectorization by a compiler and code-level transformation using metaprogramming techniques. We have tested automatic vectorization feature of the Intel compiler by applying simd pragma, but the code was not vectorized. This is possibly because of an accumulating operation in the P2P kernel. We plan to investigate automated SIMD parallelization by the C++ metaprogramming techniques in our future work.
V. EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance and scalability of the Tapas framework, we have implemented the same FMM algorithm as ExaFMM using Tapas, which we refer to as TapasFMM. ExaFMM is one of the fastest FMM implementations [35] , so our goal is to achieve a comparable performance as ExaFMM. We ported the compute kernels (P2M, M2M, M2L, P2P, L2L, and L2P) and dual tree traversal code of ExaFMM from its development branch to TapasFMM. The code is modified to use the Tapas APIs, but the core algorithm and computations are identical to the original ones. Other components of the application, such as space decomposition and tree construction, data management, distributed memory parallelism using MPI, shared memory parallelism using threads, are provided by the Tapas framework.
A. Environment and configuration
We conduct all the experiments on TSUBAME2.5, which is a GPU-based supercomputer installed at Tokyo Institute of Technology. Each node has 54GB of memory, two 6-core Intel Xeon X5670 (12 cores in total) and three Tesla K20Xm GPUs. The compilers are Intel C++ compiler 16.0.2-20160204 and MPICH2 version 3.1. We use MassiveThreads [32] for multithread parallelism.
As described in Section II-A, parameter k determines the upper bound of the number of bodies in leaf cells. We empirically choose the values, and tuning of k is a challenging issue and beyond the scope of the paper.
Since the current Tapas implementation does not support CPU SIMD acceleration due to the limitation described in Section IV-E2, we use the non-SIMD version of ExaFMM. ExaFMM supports SIMD operations in the P2P interaction and the performance benefit is roughly 10% to 40% depending on the k parameter. Fig. 6 shows a single-process, single-thread performance evaluation of ExaFMM and TapasFMM using 10 6 bodies of a uniform distribution, k = 64 and mutual interaction is activated. ExaFMM and TapasFMM use the identical set of numerical kernels but give slightly different results. The reason is under investigation. The parameter that controls the accuracy of long-range approximations is multipole acceptance criteria (MAC), and it is between 0.3 and 0.5 in most simulations. A larger MAC means lower accuracy and less computation. We carefully select 0.34 and 0.325 for ExaFMM and TapasFMM so that TapasFMM achieves as accurate results as ExaFMM for a fair performance comparison. As a result, TapasFMM is roughly 5.5 % slower than ExaFMM. Fig. 7 shows a multicore scalability evaluation on different numbers of threads on a single node. The four plots are TapasFMM and ExaFMM with the mutual interaction mode on and off. Other configurations, including the number of bodies and k, are identical as the previous experiment.
B. Serial performance

C. Multithreaded Performance
On twelve threads with the mutual interaction mode on, TapasFMM is affected by the limitation described in Section IV-E1 and the performance TapasFMM is 44.2% of ExaFMM, while 94.6% on a single thread as shown in the previous result.
With the mutual interaction mode off, the speed of TapasFMM is 78.1% of ExaFMM. This performance is not enough fast considering there is no particular cause of performance degradation. Performance analysis and further optimization remain to be investigated.
D. Multinode Performance
Next, we show multiprocess scalability results in Fig. 8 . The evaluation is strong scaling from 1 to 256 nodes of TSUBAME2.5, with one process per node and 12 threads per process. The number of bodies is 310 million in a uniform distribution. k is 64, and mutual interaction is activated. We use summations of upward, traverse, downward times as total runtime, and exclude initial tree construction time. This is because the cost of the first tree construction in a simulation depends on the physical data layout of bodies of input data. If bodies are generated with uniformly random positions and distributed over NP processes, (NP − 1)/NP portion of the bodies are exchanged on average between the processes in an all-to-all communication pattern, which is referred to as particle shuffle. The cost would be much smaller if the bodies are loaded from a pre-sorted dataset. Besides, particle shuffling happens only in the first timestep of an execution and it is virtually negligible in multi-timestep production simulations. Table I shows the parallel efficiencies of the overall execution, parallel efficiencies of the executor, and the ratios of the inspector in the traverse of Fig. 8 . The overall parallel efficiencies show super-linear scaling, because the runtime of the inspector, which takes at most 45.1% of the runtime, decreases more rapidly than linear scaling. As the number of processes increases, the local trees become smaller and the global tree becomes larger. Since the inspector skips the global tree, which is already in the local memory, its runtime is affected by both of the numbers of local cells and size of local trees in remote processes. On the other hand, the executor runtime only depends on the number of cells and bodies and shows the fair strong scaling.
E. GPU Performance
To evaluate the performance of the GPU version, we first show the acceleration of the P2P kernel alone, because it is the only computation kernel of FMM that runs on GPUs in the current implementation. Evaluating the speedup of the P2P kernel alone is not trivial, because the P2P and M2L kernels are run during the dual tree traversal operations in the CPU implementation as shown in Fig. 3 . The kernels are so fine-grained that widely-used time measuring routines, such as gettimeofday, are not appropriate because of their resolution and overhead. We use the PAPI performance counter PAPI_TOTAL_INS to estimate the percentage of P2P computation out of the whole dual tree traversal. We measure PAPI_TOTAL_INS of the P2P kernel and overall traversal independently, and approximately calculate the total runtime of P2P using the ratio of the counter values. We evaluate two implementations with 10 million bodies, on a single node, with four cores and one GPU. The k values are 64 and 1024 for CPU version and GPU version, respectively. The estimated speedup of the P2P kernel is 4.16x.
Finally, multi-node GPU performance evaluation is shown in Fig. 9 . The GPU version is compiled from the identical source code using NVIDIA NVCC compiler. Unlike the previous experiments, we evaluate the weak scalability of the GPU version. The number of bodies is 10 6 per process of a uniform distribution. The k parameters for the CPU and GPU versions are 64 an 1024, respectively. Mutual interaction is not activated.
Since the computation nodes of TSUBAME2.5 have three GPUs each, we run the GPU version with three processes per node, and each process uses four cores and one GPU. We use 50 and 100 nodes for the experiment, which run 150 and 300 processes on 150 and 300 GPUs, respectively. For a fair performance comparison, we run the baseline CPU version with one process per node and twelve threads each, which achieves the best performance from the same hardware resources.
The parameter k of FMM is especially crutial for the GPU version. It controls the balance of direct and approximate computations. Larger k, which means that a larger amount of P2P direct computations and less M2L approximating computations, is suitable for GPUs. We choose k = 1024 for the GPU version.
We note that the result does not imply that the implementation is scaling poorly. The algorithm does not deliver a strict weak scaling inherently, because the runtime of the FMM algorithm is affected by the combination of the number of Fig. 9 . Multi-process, multi-thread GPU performance of TapasFMM.
bodies and k.
The overall runtime is accelerated by 6.0x and 5.1x by GPUs in 50-node and 100-node cases, respectively. The acceleration is the result of the speedup of the dominant dual tree traversal phase. We describe breakdown analysis in the rest of the section.
The executor contains the P2P and M2L kernels, and GPUs only accelerate the P2P. The tree traversal operations and M2L kernels remain to run on CPUs. The acceleration ratios are 4.7x and 5.8x in 50 and 100-node cases, respectively.
Although the inspector does not run on GPUs, it is also accelerated with the speedup factors 9.73x and 11.84x in 50 and 100-node cases, respectively. The factors are even more significant than those of the executor. The major speedup is explained by the larger k values and the internal implementation of the inspector. The runtime of the inspector is reduced due to the lower height of the tree, while it is not affected by larger leaves. When the inspector runs, it conservatively assumes that the local trees in remote processes are dense, and the inspector has to traverse a larger number of pseudo cells than the executor does. Also, when the inspector reaches a pseudo leaf, it immediately stops the traversal and moves to a next cell, because the inspector only has to determine whether the executor reaches the leaf or not. In the 50-node case, the heights of the trees with k being 64 and 1024 are six and eight, and the average numbers of bodies in each leaf cell are 8.9 and 572.2, respectively. We note that the runtime of the inspector is 30-50% of the overall executor in most cases, but the 50-node case is a rare instance where the ratio is large. Especially in the CPU version, the inspector runtime is 81.8% of the overall traversal. Detailed analysis remains to be investigated.
VI. RELATED WORK
The inspector/executor model is a well-known technique used for runtime optimizations of given application code, but some recent studies used the technique to automate parallelization on distributed memory spaces in irregular applications. Ravishankar et al. [28, 29] presented a compiler-based code transformation to generate communication code focusing on nested regular and irregular loops. We solely use the language standard features and focus on recursively defined tree traversal code, and our technique can be applied to other traversing algorithms on pointer-based linked data structures.
As mentioned in Section I, there has been many efforts to improve performance and productivity of hierarchical Nbody applications using programming models and runtime systems [1, 11, 19, 20, 22, 27, 32, 38] or modern programming languages [25] . The most recent and related one is Zandifar et al [37] . To the best of our knowledge, it is the only existing work that directly compared a framework-based FMM and a manually-tuned state-of-the-art implementation. Their framework was similar to our proposal in a sense that a user provides a set of C++ function templates, and the framework combines and transforms them into a distributed application. Their execution model uses a general-purpose dynamic task scheduler that manages data dependencies among distributed nodes, whereas our framework is designed in such a way that inspector-executor based parallelization is automatically derived from the given user code. Furthermore, unlike their centralized task scheduling our method is fully distributed. Although they demonstrated strong scaling with 25M bodies using up to 256 cores, our evaluation includes the much larger scale of experiments using 310M bodies on 1536 cores.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed our new C++ programming framework for hierarchical algorithms on large scale heterogeneous supercomputers. The proposed framework automates shared-memory parallelism, distributed-memory parallelism, and GPU offloading from implicitly parallel application code. We have implemented a prototype of the framework and ported a manually tuned high-performance FMM application onto Tapas. Its performance is demonstrated on TSUBAME2.5 supercomputer. Our FMM implementation delivers 95% speed of ExaFMM in serial execution and 64.5% to 81.4% in multiprocess strong scaling execution. It also shows good strong scalability up to 1536 cores. A GPU-offloading version is built from the idential source code. It shows 6.0x and 5.1x speedup with 150 and 300 GPUs over the corresponding CPU execution of Tapas framework.
